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CQC

CCIC

CCIC Europe-Testing S.L. (CCIC EUT) is the first laboratory founded by China Certification
& Inspection Group (CCIC) and China Quality Certification Centre (CQC) out of China
mainland. As an independent third party who provides testing services of vehicles parts
and components, our main goal is to help the automotive industries to enter Chinese
Market.

CQC is the largest professional certification body under CCIC. Its principal business
involves product certification, including China Compulsory Certification (CCC), voluntary
certification, management system certification and certification training services.
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China Compulsory Certification (CCC) is a compulsory
homologation of products which are ready to be
commercialized in China. Its scope of application covers most
products in the market from wire and cable to automobiles.

CCIC EUT provides all service related to CCC. The service
embraces from application to the supervision after approval.

- Testing service.
- Factory inspection.
- Engineering & technical support. 
- Training.

CCIC EUT is the coordination centre of certification 
procedure between customers and CQC. And also is the only 
CQC European Training Branch for motor vehicles and 
components. 
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Our fundamental advantages:

- Technical support from more than 20.000 employees around the world. 

- High technology testing equipment.

- Research + Development  + Innovation.

- Gather a long experience over years.
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Product Testing

Our product testing focuses on the following
automotive parts:

- Motor vehicle external lighting, light
signalling devices and retro reflector
devices, as well as motocycle lighting
components.

- Automotive interior trimming material.
- Door locks and door retention

components.
- Devices for indirect vision.

CCIC EUT also works with Textile products, Non-Metallic materials and is devoted to 
environmental endurance tests. 

CCIC EUT is an expert on the motor vehicles components and parts.  



Photometry testing of motor vehicles 
lighting signalling and retro reflector 
devices:

- Light projection.
- Uniformity.
- Colorimetry.
- Illuminance.
- Luminance.
- Luminous energy.
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Product Testing

Combustibility and flammability  analysis 
of vehicles´interior trim materials: 

- Non-combustibility  and flame 
propagation of  the material:
Horizontal flammability characteristic.
Vertical flammability characteristic.

- Oxygen index classification.

- Smoke density classification.



Validating motor vehicles´
door locks and retention 
components. 

Behaviour of vehicles hinges 
and locks in most adverse 
conditions simulated.  
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Viability of vehicle indirect vision system. 

- Rear view mirror physical properties: Curvature radius and reflectivity.
- Verification of mirror’s geometrical shapes.
- Behaviour of the set in front of mechanical stress. 
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Environment endurance of product in simulated conditions:

- Deformation of product in extremes temperatures and 
moisture attack. 

- Tightness of enclosure to moisture and  solid particles.
- Solar radiation exposure.
- Corrosion attack resistance.
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Product Testing

Non-metallic material testing.

- Material density.
- Components identification.
- Resistance of material to heat and 

deformation.
- Material fire hazard properties. 



Product Testing

Textile Materials

- Identification of textile fibres
- Textile fibres quantitative analysis
- Colour fastness to perspiration
- The banned azo colourants
- pH of aqueous extract
- 4-aminoazobenzene



Factory Audition & Training Centre

CCIC EUT also provides local factory inspection service.

Our ability covers the most products of CCC catalogue, such as wire and
cables, small power motors, motor-operated electric tools, electrical
household appliances, IT equipment, motor vehicles and components, and
safety accessories.



European Training Branch

CCIC EUT Provides CQC training courses, regarding to the latest regulation policies
and technical issues related with motor vehicles and components, delivers State
Certified Auditor training programs in various fields, and offers senior management
training programs for quality manager.



China Certification & Inspection Group 

Inspection Co., Ltd.

China Quality Certification Centre CCIC Europe-Testing S.L.

C/Dolors Aleus 1-5, Planta 1, 08908 L’Hospitalet de Llobregat, 

Barcelona, Spain

Tel: +34 932 237 206         Fax: +34 932 232 647

www.cciceut.com                    

Thank you!

How to reach us?

Email: 

info@cciceut.com


